
Our engagement was everything we could’ve wanted and nothing like what we ever expected.
My partner, Eric, and I had our first date at the Maritime Aquarium in Norwalk, CT and it
was his dream to propose there. He had a plan: ask my parents for their blessing while I was
away on an acting contract, secure the ring, and pop the question in May. Well, we quickly
learned that 2020 wasn’t a big fan of plans. 

Quarantine hit and we were now spending 24/7 together in our apartment with him working
from home and my contracts being postponed. Never being apart doesn’t leave much room for
surprise proposal plans, but after a few fake appointments and sneaking the ring into our
apartment in a laundry basket (yes, you read that correctly), he had a new plan. 

We had just finished binge watching Dynasty (lots of characters in fancy clothing) and were
itching to ditch the typical work from home outfit and athleisure wear for a suit and gown
even though we weren’t going anywhere any time soon. This means it didn’t take much
convincing when Eric suggested dressing up. The other part of this plan involved our weekly
family Zoom game. Very plausibly, Eric said that for this week’s game, we had to record
ourselves beforehand giving the answers to trivia questions. Little did I know that this was all
a set up to ensure we’d have the proposal taped. So as we recorded trivia answers in our
formalwear, he left the camera rolling and proposed in our apartment. It was perfect. 

Planning our wedding during COVID-19 has been about prioritizing, letting go, and
perspective. One moment everything’s exciting and the next all you can do is worry, but you
can’t let the unpredictable future shadow your happiness in the present. 

It’s been really useful to figure out our priorities are when wedding planning. We love a good
cocktail hour and a packed dance floor, but if those things can’t happen how we ideally
envision by our December wedding day, how will we go forward? We determined what’s
important to us is getting married and being close to our family and friends. That translates to
being legally married on our original date and postponing our formal ceremony and reception
until it’s safe for loved ones to gather.

As someone who loves to plan, I had to learn to let go of the things I couldn’t control. Could
the wedding need to be postponed? Totally. Am I ok with that? Yes. At least now I am.
Logistically, we’ve been able to have most of our vendor appointments over Zoom and a couple
in person with safety guidelines in place. Believe it or not, wearing a mask when wedding
dress shopping didn’t take away from the experience! In terms of pre-wedding festivities,
we’ve forgone an engagement party and look forward to a bridal shower with COVID-19
precautions as needed depending on the state of the pandemic. 

This past year has helped put a lot in perspective. We are healthy, happy, and privileged if
wedding celebration adjustments are our biggest problem at the moment. I never imagined
having to take a global crisis into consideration when planning our big day, but here we are.
We may have to change the date of our wedding to have the one we’ve always envisioned, but
the pandemic has made it even clearer that the most important aspect of our special day is our
marriage. And our marriage will happen no matter what. 
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